Finalist

Roberto Arroyo
ITW David Speer Academy | Teacher: Mr. Emmer | Grade: 11
Why is it important for the Little Italy community to have this library? How does your proposal embody the Biennial theme?
Past
Little Italy Cultural Library (LICL) is a green eco-friendly building that embodies changing aspects from around the world, showing the
world of others to a community that has been isolated and unchanging.
Present
However, Little Italy’s demographics have now been changing rapidly since the creation of the highways around it. LICL’s main
purpose is to honor all of the nations that make up the world. The neighborhood shows evolution as a community beginning with the
immigrants that founded the neighborhood, to the young students who live there now, and morphing into an innovative micro-society
of Chicago.
Future
LICL embodies a hybrid structure where people can interact in constructive activities, interaction to learn about diversity, and it can
also be that historic library everybody thinks about. LICL is made of solar glass so sunlight can be converted into useable energy that
will provide natural light and heat to the building on a consistent basis. Moreover, solar panels are added in the rooftop garden to
reduce the overall carbon footprint. Overall, LICL is a super-green building.
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Tasima Allen, Janise Poole, Roger Space, Kadeijah Bailey, Xavier Dennis
ACE Technical Charter High School | Teacher: Ms. Vera | Grade: 11
Why is it important for the Little Italy community to have this library? How does your proposal embody the Biennial theme?
The Little Italy neighborhood is such a beautiful and diverse place to live. The neighborhood houses such a broad range of races, ethnicities
and backgrounds. The library should be a community building where people can use it for their needs. The library should be a welcoming
place that unites the neighborhood not just for food but for families to come together. Chicago citizens are so different from one another yet
that is the thing that ties us together.
Our team was excited to find out that there were so many restaurants in this area! Everyone likes to eat! This is where we began our
conversations. We talked about the foods we liked and where we would go to eat first. Different flavors and styles for everyone. There is
nothing bigger that unites as than food around the table.
We should have a community center where the neighborhood is our dining table. This is the place where we can come together and learn
about each other. The Little Italy neighborhood is the perfect place to provide leadership, peace and education.
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Junteng Chen
Curie Metropolitan High School | Teacher: Mr. Joanes | Grade: 12
Why is it important for the Little Italy community to have this library? How does your proposal embody the Biennial theme?
Little Italy, which the University Village is a larger neighborhood that living most middle class and middle-aged people. Also, most of them are
unmarried and do not have children. The University village has limited access to UIC campus libraries but no access to their own Public Library.
There’re a lot of people either having bachelor or associates degree that needs library in their neighborhood. Technology becomes universal
that makes people decide to go to the library in their hand (Smartphone or computer). So the library would be open space and will provide the
interactive concept of literature that makes little difference from the common library. But it would not be full technology machine or media center
because it is mainly for middle-aged people which most people live there not university students.
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Brenda Gutierrez
Benito Juarez Community Academy | Teacher: Ms. Weaver | Grade: 11
Why is it important for the Little Italy community to have this library? How does your proposal embody the Biennial theme?
It is important for Little Italy community to have this library because it will help community members that don’t have access to internet or
for students that need a working place. My model embodies the Biennial because I incorporated nature and art into my design. Nature
and art represent both history, the present as well as the future. They have evolved over time but have always been present. The materials
that I used were white board that represent the walls of the structure. Plexiglas I used to represent the windows and bass wood to make the
frames. For grass I used coarse turf and finally I recycled plastic dividers to make the sculptures.
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First Place

Uriel Gutierrez
ACE Technical Charter High School | Teacher: Mr. Thymes | Grade: 12
Why is it important for the Little Italy community to have this library? How does your proposal embody the Biennial theme?
It is important for the community of Little Italy to have a library because they have one very small library in their community. The reviews to the
library say it is extremely small but is very organized. Due to the lack of libraries in the area and due to how small they are I am glad to say this
library is pretty spacious much like a boat which is my concept. The concept of the library would come from the pride that Little Italy has for
Christopher Columbus. He sailed the seas with 3 boats and that’s what the building is based upon. The mainsail was the concept for the main
part of the building. However, I took a different approach to the sail and made it more of a straight-edged figure. The entrance to the whole
library which holds the lobby and info center is the captain’s cabin. I again made it a straight edged cabin rather than a curved one that are in
the older boats. The main reason I decided to make the library based entirely on a boat would be to make the connection to discovery. One
discovers new ground with boats like one discovers many new ideas, stories, and adventures through reading.
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Galilea Ines
CICS Northtown Academy | Teacher: Mr. Emmer | Grade: 11
Why is it important for the Little Italy community to have this library? How does your proposal embody the Biennial theme?
I personally feel like Libraries hold in a lot of history and sources in which people can go and gain a lot of knowledge. Due to the fact
that Little Italy is known for having immigrants and modernizing to holding a lot of younger people, I feel like this library should hold
a lot of that history so the people from there and who visit are able to learn from the town itself and gain some sort of knowledge
towards the backstory of how Little Italy started. I feel like this relates to the Biennial theme because it is “Make New History”. This
quote makes me think of how we as a community are creating things that will be remembered years from today. I want that for this
library because everyday we live we are always making things that we will never forget. This library will have the opportunity to allow
different people from different cultures and backgrounds to visit and make history within that library. This library should be the center
point in which the community can come together and learn along with making things that can change the world in a positive way.
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Milena Marchan
Northside College Prep | Teacher: Mr. Emmer | Grade: 11
Why is it important for the Little Italy community to have this library? How does your proposal embody the Biennial theme?
Embodying the Biennials theme of Make New History, as well as attempting to address the lack of resources available to the Little Italy
neighborhood, I wanted to create a design that reflected more than just the community’s current needs. I wanted to create a design
that spoke to the larger narrative of the community, as this would allow me to not only create connections to its history in a way
that’s relevant today, but also give me a chance to form my own statement about topics in the form of a design. This is why I choose
immigration as a central concept for the design of my library. Little Italy village has a very rich immigration history, with many Italian
immigrants flooding into the neighborhood around the 19th and 20th century. The space later diversified as time went on, but there’s
still a lot to appreciate in terms of the cultural landscape Italian Immigrants previously created. The geographical shape of Italy is what
inspired the shape of the left hand side of my library. Other aspects of my design inspired by Little Italy’s immigrant population would
be the glass designs located in various windows throughout the library. Although a bit abstract visually, conceptually these lines are
meant to represent the intersection of different cultures, and the way that the overlapping of all these stories can create something
so beautiful! Especially given our current political environment, I felt it was important to have something that positively memorialized
immigrant stories, not discouraged them. This library is important to the Little Italy village community not only because of the way
it celebrates diversity and encourages interaction, but also more generally the access it provides. Access to the internet, access to
creative materials, access to educational help through reading materials and tutors. Attention to audience was also very important to
my design, as I was aware that many of the people that would later occupy my library would be students.
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Miguel Rodriguez
Curie Metropolitan High School | Teacher: Mr. Joanes | Grade: 12
Why is it important for the Little Italy community to have this library? How does your proposal embody the Biennial theme?
The community of Little Italy/ University Village can benefit from this library in many ways its located in the middle of little Italy so it
can serve a community center, can also be used for multipurpose usage. Also due to the three schools near (St Ignatius High School,
Jungman Elementary, and Smyth Elementary),by that don’t have the complete access to UIC’s library, those which sum up to 2,000
plus students. These students can then use the library for study hall’s, computer usage, or academic reasons. It can also serve those
adults in the community that aren’t so into technology and rather read a hard covered book. This Public Library will benefit all these
students as well benefit the residents of the community. My public library will be design to fit at the corner of Roosevelt and Throop
using a 75’ (south) by 125’ (east) 9,375 Square ft.
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Cesar Teliz
Curie Metropolitan High School | Teacher: Mr. Joanes | Grade: 12
Why is it important for the Little Italy community to have this library? How does your proposal embody the Biennial theme?
Little Italy or better known as University Village is one of the most active neighborhoods in the Chicago. The people who live here are
mostly middle-class. There’s a lot of people in their mid-30’s or in their 20’s. The people that live there are in college and the elderly
stays inside or walks around the whole day. The University that’s there has many libraries and the community can access them, but
however they are limited of what they can grab. Having another library and not limit what they can access would bring more people
from the community or from other communities. The elderly that live there can take their grandchildren and spend more time with
them instead of being alone or living alone.
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Autumn Woodley
Simeon Career Academy | Teacher: Mr. Stapleton | Grade: 11
Why is it important for the Little Italy community to have this library? How does your proposal embody the Biennial theme?
My BP competition submission embodies the theme of Make New History by using a unique concept of the form of a star. I used the
shape of a star to inform my physical model build.
I used clear plastic material to represent glass. Foam board to represent the floors and roof. The is a clear glass room shaped as
a star in the center of each floor indicating that this is the special room of the floor (see in floorplan). The color blocks indicate
bookshelves, seats, and sculptures throughout the library. Also, the little wooden stick figures indicate people standing around to
show scale. My library is open to the public. All races are welcome to come.
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